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GTR Commodities 2022
September 20th, Geneva

Dear Commodity Club Members & Experts,
GTR Commodities 2022, the premier gathering for the global commodity financing sector, will
return to Geneva on September 20, 2022.
Once again providing an unrivalled platform for networking between leading industry experts, this
year’s meeting will feature in-depth assessment of the seismic shifts impacting global
commodity trade and financing amidst the fall out of the Ukraine invasion and lingering pandemicdriven supply chain disruption.
Interactive debate will seek to map a proactive course through a rapidly evolving trading landscape,
identifying growing investment in new geographies to secure goods supply, the impact of
energy security concerns on the decarbonisation and ‘net-zero’ agenda, the need to ensure
traders of all sizes have suitable access to financing, and the role of technology in enhancing
efficiency and transparency, from digitising crucial paper processes to tracking ESG performance.

Don’t miss your chance to connect with a host of commodity traders, financiers, innovators and
policymakers, and explore the unique set of opportunities and risks posed by a highly volatile
business environment.
Have a look at the complete event agenda for more information by clicking here.

The Commodity Club network can receive 10% off any pass to GTR Commodities 2022 with
code: CCS10 in Step 3 when booking online.
Also, exclusively for Commodity Club members who are exporters, importers, distributors,
manufacturers, traders and producers of physical goods, we offer complimentary corporate rate
passes. Should you be interested, kindly send your details (full name, job title, organisation, email,
country, and phone number) for approval to contact@commodityclub.ch.

Register today

With best regards,
Peter Sigg
President, Commodity Club Switzerland
Francesca C. Bruno
Managing Director, Commodity Club Switzerland
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